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Meyersdale Area High School Class of 2020

The Meyersdale Area High
School graduating class of
2020 will be the first, in
school history, to be unable
to complete their final year.
However, that unusual distinction will not stop the traditional celebration of the many
accomplishments of these
special and unique students.
Recognizing the importance of this milestone, school
officials have been enthusiastically planning a series of
events and ceremonies to
properly honor graduates. As
with tradition, the Class of
2020 will be the honored
guests at a student-organized
Baccalaureate service on Friday, June 5; followed by
Commencement on Saturday,
June 6.
Baccalaureate, planned and

organized by members of the
Class of 2020 will be held at 7
p.m. on Friday, June 5. Pastor
Gabe Yoder, Summit Mills
Grace Brethren Church, will
be the guest speaker. Yoder is
a 2013 MAHS graduate.
Commencement is scheduled for Saturday, June 6 at 4
p.m. Thanks to the dedication
and hard work of the custodial
staff, commencement will be
held at the Red Raider stadium. The stadium sustained
significant damage from a
Spring storm, but staff has
been working tirelessly to prepare the area for our graduates
and their guests.
The guest speaker for commencement will be Jennifer
Tuscano, MAHS Class of
1995. Ms. Tuscano is the Associate Athletic Director for

Sport Administration at the
University of Pittsburgh. She
has sport oversight with the
wrestling, men’s soccer, softball, gymnastics, track & field
and cross country programs.
At the conclusion of the
ceremony, graduates and their
families will be invited to participate in a graduation parade
led by local emergency personnel.
Organizers are confident
the slate of activities planned
for Graduation Weekend 2020
will reflect the great pride and
affection we have for the
Meyersdale Area High School
Class of 2020.
“I am extremely excited
about celebrating and recognizing the accomplishments
of the class of 2020,” said
John Wiltrout, MAHS.
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Special messages to the
Class of 2020
from the faculty of MAHS
The abrupt end of the 2019-2020 school year has
been a shock for every student, faculty and staff
member in the Meyersdale Area School District. But
the loss has been felt more acutely by the members
of the Class of 2020. As these special young men
and women embark on the next chapter of their
lives, members of the Meyersdale Area High School
faculty shared the following messages of hope and
goodwill to the Class of 2020:
From Mrs. Deakins, Class of 2020 Advisor:
My sentiments to the class of 2020 are most
clearly and aptly expressed through the following
quotes, their devices, and their themes, which I hope
advise as well as inspire these young men and
women for life beyond MAHS.
Success without honor is an unseasoned dish; it
will satisfy your hunger, but it won't taste good.”

Joe Paterno

“This above all: to thine own self be true.”

Polonius (Hamlet.I.iii.line 84)

“Everyone must leave something behind when he
dies, my grandfather said. A child or a book or a
painting or a house or a wall built or a pair of shoes
made. Or a garden planted. Something your hand
touched some way so that your soul has somewhere
to go when you die, and when people look at that
tree or that flower you planted, you’re there. It doesn’t matter what you do, he said, so long as you
change something from the way it was before you
touched it into something that’s like you after you
take your hands away. The difference between the
man who just cuts lawns and a real gardener is in
the touching, he said. The lawn cutter might just as

well not have been there at all; the gardener will be
there a lifetime.”

Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451

“Sound [your] barbaric yawp over the roofs
of the world”

Whitman, Song of Myself 52

May the raindrops fall lightly on your brow.
May the soft winds freshen your spirit.
May the sunshine brighten your heart.
May the burdens of your day
Rest lightly upon you,
And may God enfold you
In the Mantle of his love.

Irish blessing

From Mrs. Bolden:
As you step out into the "real world,” remember
that you are ready! Keep learning, keep doing, know
that you will never know everything, but that you
Can do it!
From Maya Angelou, "Do the best you can until
you know better. Then when you know better, do
better."
Congratulations, and always know that I believe
in you.
From Ms. McClintock:
Be adventurous, but don’t forget the values you
hold within yourself.
Be yourself, don’t be something you’re not in
order to please others.
Be extraordinary, make a difference in this
world.
(continued on next page)
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Special messages for the Class of 2020
From Mr. Swank:
Best wishes Class of 2020!
Always Remember: “The world ain't all sunshine
and rainbows, it's a -very mean and nasty place, and
I don't care how tough you are it will beat you to
your knees and keep you there permanently if you
let it. You, me or nobody is gonna hit as hard as life.
But it ain't about how hard ya hit. It's about how
hard you can get hit and keep moving forward; How
much you can take and keep moving forward.
THAT's how winning is done! Now if you know
how much you are worth, then go out and get what
you're worth."

From Mrs. Shaffer:
"Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick of your success will be how you treat
other people - your family, friends, and coworkers,
and even strangers you meet along the way."

Barbara Bush

From Mr. T. Miller:
“The beautiful thing about learning is that no one
can take it away from you.”

B.B. King

Message from Social Studies department

I know this is not how you ever imagined your
senior year ending. I wish things were different, but
that's now the way things played out. It's been a fun
ride seniors! We'll miss you here, but your futures
are calling.
Best of luck to all of you!

Class of 2020: You will forever possess the historical distinction of being the first class in the 132
year history of MAHS to have had your senior year
come to such an abrupt halt by roughly the threequarter mark of your senior year. Cancellations of
spring sports, field trips, the Prom, and, at the time
this is being written, arrangements for your graduation ceremony still pending. Not to mention the cancellation of regular classes, replaced with online
education. Like the pandemic itself which caused
the previously-described to occur, these occurrences
can be viewed, depending on your perspective, as
inconvenient, unjust, or even cruel. History does
provide examples of how abrupt change, frequently
brought about by processes beyond one's control,
may cause disruption and hardship.
History also teaches how people, when faced
with challenges, through dedication and persistence,
may overcome those challenges. Our faculty and
staff, although unable to see you through the last
quarter of your senior year in many aspects, do positively believe that you, as a whole, possess both the
character and the ability to adapt to hardship and
adversity. So, in closing, we challenge you to get
out into the post-graduation world and become the
success we know you can be.

From Mr. Montgomery:
Dear Class of 2020,
I can’t begin to imagine the hurt, confusion and
frustration you are feeling. You didn't deserve this
and it’s not fair. You miss your friends and the big
events you were so excited to finally experience. You probably feel restless and so, so bored.
While this virus has taken much away, know that
the one thing this virus cannot take away is the
countless friendships and bonds with classmates,
teachers and administrators that you have formed
over the years. Take comfort in knowing that you
will always have those memories that can't be taken
away.
Learn to appreciate moments as they happen and
never take anything for granted. You, more than
any class before you, have the knowledge and experience of how fleeting things are and how quickly
circumstances can change without rhyme or reason.
I will miss finishing out the year with your class and
not being able to see you off to the next thing, but I
know that your class is prepared and will move on
with the grace and character that you have shown
thus far in your time at Meyersdale.
I wish you nothing but the best!

Sylvester Stallone, "Rocky IV"

From Mr. Stahl:
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A message from
Dr. Karlie,
Superintendent
As the 2019-2020 school year comes to a
close, it looks very different from years past.
With no students in the halls to wish a great
summer, it seems less like an annual highlight
than years past.
The closure to our schools in March seemed
very sudden and surreal. The continuation of the
closure presented many challenges and stretched
all of us to new limits. Teachers faced a variety
of barriers beyond the typical preparations for
learning. While many students had their chromebooks and internet access from home, others
were not as fortunate. The district worked to find
solutions for each child and their circumstances.
This meant technology in some cases while others required a more traditional approach with
paper and pencil assignments. The district transitioned quickly from Enrichment and Review
phase to the mandatory Planned Instruction. The
varied ages of students presented different challenges for faculty as they planned instruction.
One thing that came out of the experience
was the decision to extend the districts’ one-toone computer program into the elementary
school for the upcoming school year. This will
allow teachers to consistently plan instruction
across all grade levels. One barrier that still presents itself is the lack of internet across the district. Access is a challenge for many families,
especially those in remote areas. The district did
an extensive survey of all families’ internet accessibility and found that it was better than first
thought. We will continue to look for options to
provide equal access to all students in the district.

With graduation only days away, we continue
to modify graduation plans to make the 2020
Ceremony as close to normal as possible. With
the transition to the “Green Phase” on Friday, we
have more flexibility and hope to loosen restrictions that had been previously planned. We appreciate everyone’s patience and look forward to
a safe and memorable event.
One big question that everyone is anticipating
is “What will the start to the school year look
like?” At this point in time, we are hoping for a
normal start with safety precautions based on
state and federal guidance. We will continue to
monitor guidelines as we prepare our district’s
plan. Please look for additional details as they
become available on our website, social media,
and One Call Now.
Although we have had many challenges over
the past few months, we continue to grow and
improve with the challenges we face. It all
started with our cafeteria staff finding ways to
prepare and deliver meals to students around the
district. Our faculty have improved their remote
teaching practices through professional development, familiarity with technology, and hands –
on experience. The maintenance and custodial
staff have been improving cleaning procedures
and are making plans for future outbreaks that
may cause disruptions due to safety concerns.
They also had a tremendous amount of cleanup
and repair after the early April windstorm that
took our press box and caused hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage around the campus.
Other employees have been carrying out day-today needs while also planning for future challenges. My hat goes off to everyone for their
willingness to do what was needed to get
through the year. This includes students and parents for their flexibility during challenging
times.
I hope everyone enjoys a more normal summer and I look forward to seeing everyone in
August.

T. Karlie
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A Message from
Afterschool
program continues to enrich the
Dr. Karlie, Superintendent
education of students in grades two through eight
Though the Spring 2020 session of the Meyersdale Area School District After-School Program
was cut short, students enjoyed six exciting and
educational sessions beginning in February!
The After-School program has been offered for
five years to Red Raiders in grades two through
eight. Mrs. Jennifer Sines, Second Grade Teacher,
serves as the coordinator and works diligently to
plan engaging and educational opportunities for
the more than 60 students who attend each session.
Students stay after school each Tuesday and
Thursday during the session, enjoying different
activities planned by faculty; as well as a meal,
provided by The Nutrition Group.
Sines said that she has witnessed the transformative effect the program has had on students,
citing the many benefits.
“We offer homework support, opportunities to
learn new skills and experiences in a hands-on and
engaging environment, peer interaction and opportunities to work together. We focus on STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math) activities that incorporate various skills
taught in the classroom.”
Sines and faculty members also work to include guest presenters who introduce students to
educational opportunities from throughout the region.
For example, in March, students welcomed a
representative from Deer Valley YMCA Family
Camp. The representative brought a variety of animal pelts from native species found in the region,
as well as several live species including a turtle
and even a snake!
During the Spring 2020 program, several activities focused on fitness and wellness. Children
enjoyed games and obstacle courses. These teambuilding activities helped students develop self-

confidence as well and cooperation with their
peers. To compliment the focus on well-being,
activities were also held to teach the children how
to prepare healthy and delicious snacks. Activities
also included crafts, card and board games.
Prior to the mandated school closure, attendees
enjoyed what many called “the best day of their
lives!” Students traveled to Seven Springs Mountain Resort where they delighted in an afternoon
of snow tubing. Based on their squeals of delight,
the outing was a huge hit! For many, this was a
first visit to the local slopes.
“I believe the program provides many students
a sense of belonging. They develop friendships
outside of the classroom and many times outside
of their grade level. The program turns afterschool hours into productive learning time where
students build confidence, self-esteem and improve social skills,” added MAES Principal Mr.
Pritts.
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Meyersdale Area Education Foundation
Through the generosity and careful consideration of the Meyersdale Area Education Foundation, classrooms throughout the District will be
filled with melodious music, creative communicators, mad math skills, super spellers, radical
researchers, outstanding ornithologists and roving reporters.
Each year, the MAEF offers two rounds of
mini-grants for teachers and staff to enrich and
improve classroom activities. A 501(c)3 organization, the foundation was established to support
programs for students.
The latest round was distributed, in February,
to eight applicants and the diversity of the grant
requests is a true reflection of the diverse and
comprehensive educational opportunities offered to students at every level within the Meyersdale Area School District. Grant awardees are
as follows: Mr. T. Miller - Bird Banding
class; Miss L. Ritchey - four keyboards and a
speaker; Mr. H. Montgomery 26 scientific calculators; Mrs. M. Edwards - Spelling City Premium membership; Mrs. S. Kucenic - library
stations; Mrs. K. Howard - Baritone instrument;
Mrs. R. Hay - speech therapy instruments; and
Mrs. A. Brant - camera for Middle School newspaper.
For Mrs. Howard, the purchase of an additional Baritone instrument will benefit the music
programs at MASD for years to come.
“I'm exceptionally thankful to the Foundation for granting me the money necessary to purchase a new baritone. I have more baritone students than I do instruments currently, which is a
great problem, but this does present an issue because students have to share and sometimes because of lessons, two students need one instrument at the same time,” Howard explained.
“This baritone will allow me to ease that stress a
bit.”
Ritchey expressed the same level of gratitude,
as her grant will also greatly benefit the music
education of students.

“I requested to order four new keyboards to
add to our piano/keyboard lab in the general music classroom. Each student is now able to work
individually instead of having to take turns sharing keyboards,” Ritchey explained. “Our new
music curriculum includes numerous opportunities to learn keyboard skills; now we can finally
learn these skills without worrying about access
to equipment.”
Improving the communications skills of students with special needs was the goal of Mrs.
Hay’s request for speech therapy equipment.
“I am so excited to have been chosen as a
grant recipient. As the district speech and language therapist I work with students who have
communication difficulties. Sometimes that
means a student has very little or no functional
speech,” Hay explained. “The speech generating
devices I have received enabled our most limited
talkers to express their wants and needs clearly
and without frustration. In most cases these devices serve as a temporary tool to support a student's communication development.”
For Mr. Montgomery, the purchase of scientific calculators will have a significant impact on
student achievement in the classrooms and help
to prepare them for their education following
high school.
“I requested a classroom set of 26 TI30x
Professional calculators through the grant. The
goal is to help our students become more familiar with calculators that they will be using on the
PSAT, SAT and college entrance exams,” Montgomery explained. “I requested them because I
noticed that since we've been using the Chromebook calculators, which can't be used on standardized tests, in the math curriculum that a lot
of students have limited proficiency with calculators that are required for those other exams.”
Mrs. Edwards’ students, in grade seven, now
have access to a greater variety of activities
through an online program that assists students
(continued on next page)
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MAEF grants benefit our students
The Middle School Messenger. Each month, stu-

with spelling.
“I utilized the grant to purchase premium
Spelling City accounts for my students. The accounts enabled my students to study their spelling words at home by playing interactive spelling and vocabulary games.”
Through the grant, Mr. T. Miller will be able
to provide specialized instruction for his high
school classes.
“I was awarded a grant to take a class on aging birds based upon their feather molting patterns. The class will help me improve by instruction in elective ornithology, Envirothon
competition and biology classes.”
The purchase of a camera enhanced the
learning opportunities for students involved with
the publishing of the Middle School newspaper,

dents worked on articles and then published a
newspaper designed by and for the Middle
School students during Personalized Learning
Time.
The grant awarded to Mrs. S. Kucenic allowed her to expand the scope of instruction in
the Media Center.
“The purpose of the grant was to provide
coding resources to all elementary students and
incorporate critical thinking and problem solving
with a variety of library activities,” she explained.
According to Chloe Thomas, Human Resource Manager, the MAEF offers two rounds of
grants during each school year.
“The MAEF has an amount of money which
has grown through fundraisers and donations. They look at the grants that are requested
in the Spring and Fall and make decisions on
which they will approve and how much they will
give,” Thomas explained. “The MAEF Board
reviews and discusses each request.”
The MAEF Board includes the following
community members: Leanne Renzi, John
Smaila, Craig Gindlesperger, Ken Warnick, Bill
Kerrick, Andrew Thomas, Heather Smith and
Chloe Thomas.
Funding for these mini-grants is made possible through fundraisers and donations. Most recently, the Board has started a fundraiser held
during the Alumni Banquet. The classes are encouraged to participate in a challenge to raise the
most money. Unfortunately, this year’s Alumni
Banquet had to be canceled. However, classes
are still welcome to make contributions.
For more information on how to make a onetime donation or establish a trust to benefit the
Meyersdale Area School District, please contact
Thomas at thomascf@masd.net or 814-634-5123
ext. 329.
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A note from our Social Worker—Mrs. Yoder
Hello everyone!
What a crazy time we
are experiencing currently!
It continues to be an
adjustment, especially
with no clear answers for
when this whole thing
will end.
I don’t know about
you, but it’s always easier for me to deal with a
challenge when I know how long it’s going to
last.
Challenges are much more difficult when
there is no real end in sight. However, the students will tell you I’m someone who makes a
point to focus on the positive in any given situation. No matter how challenging or hopeless the
day may feel, there is always something positive.
I hope you will join me in finding at least a
few things each day for which you are thankful.
Even when there are so many things missing
from our lives, and our normal routine and rela-

tionships have been paused, we have an opportunity to focus on those things that we would perhaps take for granted.
I’ll share my examples for today: I’m thankful
for spring blooms, which remind us of a new beginning and summer just around the corner; I’m
thankful for game nights with my son and husband, enjoying that quiet time together; I’m
thankful that we are healthy and able to get outside and go for a walk.
I’m including an article that I hope will encourage you and your family. There are some tips
for handling the current situation as well as perhaps reminders of what we are already doing
well.
Remember, we are truly all in this together! It
is my sincere hope that we will all look back on
this time with some appreciation for time spent
together and an even greater appreciation for the
things we are missing right now.
Have a wonderful summer!

Mrs. Bree Yoder

Parenting in a Pandemic:
Tips to Keep the Calm at Home
Fear, uncertainty, and being holed up at
home to slow the spread of COVID-19 can
make it tough for families to keep a sense of
calm. But it's important to help children feel
safe, keep healthy routines, manage
their behavior and build resilience.
Here are some tips from the American Academy (AAP) to help your family through the outbreak.
Children rely on their parents for safety, both
physical and emotional. Reassure your children
that you are there for them and that your family
will get through this together.
Talk with children about any frightening
news they hear. It is OK to say people are getting sick, but say following rules like hand

washing and staying home will help your family
stay healthy.
Calmly say, for example, “I can see that you
are upset because you can't have your friends
over." Guiding questions can help older children
and teens work through issues. (“I know it is
disappointing not to be able to hang with your
friends right now. How do you think you can
stay in touch with them?")
Children may also worry about a grandparent
who is living alone or a relative or friend with
an increased risk of getting COVID-19. Video
chats can help ease their anxiety.
Talk through how you are managing your
(continued on next page)
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Tips for parenting during a pandemic
own feelings. (“I am worried about Grandma
since I can't go visit her. The best I can do is to
check in with her more often by phone. I will put
a reminder on my phone to call her in the morning
and the afternoon until this outbreak ends.")
Tell your child before you leave the house
for work or essential errands. In a calm and reassuring voice, tell them where you are going, how
long you will be gone, when you will return, and
that you are taking steps to stay safe.
Tell them that scientists are working hard to
figure out how to help people who get ill, and that
things will get better.
Offer extra hugs and say “I love you" more
often.
Keep healthy routines
During the pandemic, it is more important than
ever to maintain bedtime and other routines. They
create a sense of order to the day that offers reassurance in a very uncertain time. All children, including teens, benefit from routines that are predictable yet flexible enough to meet individual
needs.
Structure the day. With the usual routines
thrown off, establish new daily schedules. Break
up schoolwork when possible. Older children and
teens can help with schedules, but they should
follow a general order, such as:
* wake-up routines, getting dressed, breakfast
and some active play in the morning, followed by
quiet play and snack to transition into schoolwork.
*lunch, chores, exercise, some online social
time with friends, and then homework in the afternoon.
* family time & reading before bed.
Use positive discipline
Everyone is more anxious and worried during
the pandemic. Younger children may not have the
words to describe their feelings. They're more
likely to act out their stress, anxiety or fear
through their behavior (which can, in turn, upset
parents, particularly if they are already stressed).

Older children and teens may be extra irritable as
they miss out on time with friends and special
events being cancelled.
Some ways you can help your children manage
their emotions and behavior:
Redirect bad behavior. Sometimes children
misbehave because they are bored or don't know
any better. Find something else for them to do.
Creative play. Suggest your children draw
pictures of ways your family is staying safe.
Make a collage and hang it up to remind everyone. Or, build an indoor fort or castle to keep the
germs at bay, bringing in favorite stuffed animals
or toys.
Direct your attention. Attention--to reinforce
good behaviors and discourage others--is a powerful tool. Notice good behavior and point it out,
praising success and good tries. Explaining clear
expectations, particularly with older children, can
help with this.
Use rewards & privileges to reinforce good
behaviors (completing school assignments,
chores, getting along with siblings, etc.) that
wouldn't normally be given during less stressful
times.
Know when not to respond. As long as your
child isn't doing something dangerous and gets
attention for good behavior, ignoring bad behavior can be an effective way of stopping it.
Use time-outs. This discipline tool works best
by warning children they will get a time-out if
they don't stop. Remind them what they did
wrong in as few words―and with as little emotion―as possible. Then, remove them from the
situation for a pre-set length of time (1 minute per
year of age is a good guide).
Even with everyone home together 24/7, set
aside some special time with each child. You
choose the time, and let your child choose the activity. Just 10 or 20 minutes of your undivided
attention, even if only once every few days, will
mean a lot to your child. Keep cell phones off or
on silent so you don't get distracted.
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Please note the following health
requirements for students
* All students entering their senior year must have a second
MCV (meningococcal vaccine) injection.
* All students entering seventh grade must have a
Tdap (tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis) and an MCV vaccination.

Verification of these two vaccinations must be submitted to the
school nurse within the first five days of the upcoming school year or
they will be excluded and not allowed to return to school until they
have met the requirement.
* Kindergarten students have the first five school days to prove
they are adequately immunized.
* Physicals are required for K, 6th graders, and 11th graders
and new students.
Amy Rough,
R.N.

* Dental exams are required for all students entering
Kindergarten, third and seventh grades.

634-5123, ext. 308

Verification of these requirements may be dropped off during the
summer, at the administration, elementary or high school offices, between
the hours of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Thursday. Verification

could also be faxed to the nurse's office (814) 634-8108.

Dear Parents/guardians,
I understand the difficulties COVID 19 has placed on families and have inquired with the PA Health Department if extended time could be given on the immunization requirements.
As of 4/24/2020 the PA Health Department has NOT given an indication they
will give us more time than the usual requirement of the first 5 days of school.
Please contact your child's health care provider and discuss these requirements
with them. If you both agree the shot can not yet be given, a temporary medical exemption can be given by the doctor.
Please email the nurse with any questions or concerns arough@masd.net
MEYERSDALE
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The Meyersdale Area School District Policy
Manual is accessible via the webpage
https://go.boarddocs.com/pa/meye/Board.nsf/Public
or the link on the Meyersdale Area School District
homepage.
The manual includes many important policies,
including the following,
which are updated periodically:
Policy 204 – Attendance
Policy 103 - Nondiscrimination/Discriminatory
Harassment
Policy 209.1 – Food Allergy Management
Policy 246 – School Wellness
Policy 222 – Tobacco/Nicotine

11

Meyersdale Area
School District
309 Industrial Park Rd.
Meyersdale, PA 15552
Phone: 814-634-8311
Fax: 814-634-0832
Summer Office Hours
Monday through Thursday
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Red Raider Rifle Team goes to States

The Red Raider Varsity/Junior Varsity Rifle Team includes the following talented students athletes: (front row, from
left) Seniors Lindsey Robertson, Tristan Donica and Sammi Schrock; (second row) Dylana Llwellyn, Faith Bittner
and Alexis Yacynch; (third row) Coach Darren Gnagey, Kaylee Karlie, Devin Donica, Cathleen Deal, Lindzee
Emerick, Paige Gnagey, Maddy Faner and Karlee Witherite; and (back row) Coach Larry Smith, Matthew Diehl,
Nathan Smith, Daniel McClure, Evan Schafer, Jacob Mazzaferro, Brandon Sutton, Coach Brandon McIver and
Coach Brian Witherite.

Despite a shorter school year, our Red Raiders boasted many notable events and achievements through the 2019-20 school year. One of
these highlights was the performance of the Red
Raider Varsity Rifle Team.
The Red Raider Rifle Team targeted and captured the first conference championship in
school history. The team also boasted a school
record best 11 wins with a new team record
MEYERSDALE
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score of 1369, and an individual personal record
of 285 set by Lindsey Robertson. Samantha
Schrock, Tristan Donica and Lindsey Robertson
were also named to the all West Pac team. The
season was then capped off by placing fourth in
the state among 30 teams in the PIAA State
Championships, hosted by the Red Raiders.
Both Samantha Schrock and Lindsey Robertson
(continued on next page)
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Red Raider Rifle Team sets new records
received medals for the standing position.
Lindsey was the seventh best smallbore performer among a group of 100.
According to Head Coach Brandon McIver,
the team has experienced tremendous growth
since the team’s inception in 2004. The first rifle season was held in the local community center and later moved to the Jerome Sportsman
Club. The team’s new range, located in town, is
a state-of-the-art facility.
“Our town now possesses an elite facility
that has hosted two PIAA State championships
in the past four years. This past year more than
100 competitors traveled from across the state to
complete in our range. During this latest season,
the Red Raiders placed fourth out of the 25
teams that qualified.”
McIver said this year’s team achieved impressive goals, both as a team and on an individual level.
“Within our league, we finished our home
season undefeated, claiming co-ownership of
the West Pac Championship for the first time in
school history (11-3). The JV also finished with
a 12-2 record this season. All of our lettermen
averaged at least a 240 score out of 300, marking the highest individual average in any season.
We also reset our school record for total points
three times this season, which stands at 1,369.”
Lindsey Robertson also established the personal record, which was previously held by Tori
Christner, to 285. Sammi Schrock also achieved
a perfect prone target in a regular-season match
(100 with eight centers); no shooter had done

The above student-athletes, Erik Baker, Sammi Schrock,
Lindsey Roberston and Tristan Donica, advanced to the
PIAA State Championships at the conclusion of the
team’s 2019-2020 season. Both Samantha Schrock and
Lindsey Robertson received medals for the standing position. Lindsey was the seventh best smallbore performer
among a group of 100.

this before in school history. Based on lettering
requirements, 11 members will receive a letter,
that’s over 50 percent of the team.
“I am beyond proud of our seniors and underclassmen, they all had record-setting seasons
to become the best rifle team in school history.
This season would be my fourth year serving as
a coach for the team, and my first year as a head
coach. With eight returning lettermen, I am ecstatic to see what we can accomplish next year.”

Meyersdale Area School District Board Members
Jeff McKenzie
President

Shannon Brant
Secretary/Business Manager

Heather Reese
Vice President

Tammy Witherite
Treasurer

Gidget Brooks
Brian Deist
Ron Donaldson
Jami Gindlesperger
Bryan Stanczyk
Brian Witherite
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New program for grades 5 through 12

Safe School Ambassadors
The safety and wellness of all students is a
priority in the Meyersdale Area School District. Officials work diligently to identify challenges facing
students and explore options to address and meet
those challenges. When Mrs. Julie Stahl, Middle
School Guidance Counselor; and Dr. Wayne Miller,
Middle School Principal, began the process of identifying grant opportunities for such options, they
focused on programs that would address school
challenges, while helping to improve the culture of
the school district. Finding a program with researched-based evidence of success was a primary
focus. The Safe School Ambassadors program not
only affords immediate results but also creates to
make this a sustainable and ever-evolving program
that will benefit Red Raiders for many years to
come.
“I researched programs to enhance school
culture while addressing bullying at the middle and
high school level. The Safe School Ambassadors
program seemed like a good fit for our school and
more importantly for our students and staff,” Stahl
explained.
The Safe School Ambassadors program focuses on creating secure and safe schools. This goal
emphasizes security measures, while building cultures and climates of connection, respect and empowerment. This comprehensive approach strengthens the relationships of staff, students, families and
the community.
“We liked the fact that students were involved in creating a positive school culture. It empowers students to be the change; to be part of the
solution and not part of the problem,” Stahl explained. “We have amazing students at Meyersdale.
We need to rise above the negativity that sometimes
accompanies social media. The goal is to foster responsibility, self control, empathy and of course
kindness.”
Stahl learned the grant had been approved in
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October of this school year and training workshops
were scheduled and held in February.
“We had 65 students and staff members participate in the training. Students were selected
based on the social impact that they have on other
students. The program encourages student selection
based on different social circles/ student groups,”
she explained. “It's important, based on the program
goals, to select students who can relate to different
groups of students.”
Two different sessions were held, middle
and high school, with a representative from Safe
School Ambassadors, Jaq Bullock.
“I think that the training was amazing. The
students were engaged and sincere with their participation. At first, many of them were hesitant about
participating because they thought the program was
about ‘snitching’ on other students,” Stahl explained. “In fact, it is just the opposite approach. If
a student is doing something wrong, who will they
listen to most? A friend, someone that they
trust. So, when they realized that it isn't about telling on students, but rather preventing friends and
others from making mistakes that could negatively
(continued on next page)
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Safe School Ambassadors

affect others or themselves.”
With the guidance of Bullock, students
learned how to effectively communicate the challenges they face each day as well as tactics and
methods to address those issues.
Stahl said many students were initially quiet
or hesitant about joining in discussions, but were
able to step out of their comfort zone and share their
experiences and ideas with their peers.
“Our staff was also excited about the training. I think that many of them had their eyes
opened when interacting with the students in some
of the activities because students were brutally honest about the challenges that many are facing,” she
explained. “I think that the staff was challenged by
the trainer to relate to the students with their own
struggles as teenagers and how they overcame
them. His message was that everyone goes through
tough times, we all get knocked down, but what's
important is how we respond.”
For this program to be successful and sustainable, regular meetings are held with trainees to
discuss and promote the concept of this program.

These monthly meetings also allow students/staff to
discuss new ideas, give support and provide feedback about the impact of the program.
While the mandated closure of Pennsylvania
schools placed this program on hold, Stahl is confident Safe School Ambassadors and the staff will be
able to “reboot” the program for the 2020-2021
school year.
“Sadly the timing of the close of school coincided with our first round of meetings, so we didn't have the opportunity to begin that first family/
community meeting. But, I am confident that our
staff and students that were trained will continue
this mission when we can reassemble.”
Stahl said she is looking forward to seeing
the Safe School Ambassadors program more fully
implemented in the coming school year.
“Everyone who participated was excited
about creating a more positive school climate. Our
students are creative, energetic and provide a lot of
great ideas,” Stahl concluded. “Safe School Ambassadors promote a positive school community, where
we help each other and trust each other. We build
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School campus sustained significant
damage following April 8 storm
The campus of the
Meyersdale Area
School District
sustained significant
damage following an
early morning storm
on April 8.
The severe
thunderstorm tore
portions of the
Elementary School’s
roof off and toppled
the press box at the
football stadium.
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Track equipment, and
the baseball and
softball fields
sustained tremendous
damage. Walls were
torn from the several
out-buildings located
at the football
stadium. The fieldhouse was damaged
and the baseball
scoreboard was torn
from the ground.
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6/7th grade Band students attend WVU symphony

Members of the 6/7 grade band traveled to West Virginia University, on March 10, for an opportunity to
hear the Wind Symphony. The collegiate ensemble played and performed a variety of music for students.
Mrs. Katie Howard organized this special trip through the WVU School of Music and their series of weekday matinee performances.

Donica selected for PMEA State Choral Festival
For the first time in recent school history, Meyersdale Area School
District had a representative selected for the PMEA State Choral Festival,
Tristan Donica. Though the event was cancelled, the honor will not be forgotten and Donica deserves kudos for this impressive designation.
Donica was selected as First Chair in the Bass 1 section. He earned this
prestigious honor through an audition process at the 2020 PMEA Region
III Chorus Festival held at Central Cambria High School. Donica is the
son of Vicki and Travis, of Meyersdale.
“Making it to the PMEA State Chorus is very competitive. Only 32 out
of 176 students in Region III Chorus advance to States each year. The top
four chairs of each section, Bass, Tenor, Alto and Soprano get to move
on,” explained explained Miss Labrina Ritchey, MASD Music teacher and
Choir Director.
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Mini-THON raises more than $11,000

With the help of the students, faculty, staff and community, and business sponsors, members of the
Meyersdale Area High School chapter of National Honor Society met and exceeded their goal of raising
$11,000 for the Four Diamonds Fund at Penn State Hershey Children’s Hospital! In fact, NHS raised
$11,180.36 “For the Kids” (FTK). Since becoming a Mini-THON school five years ago, the Meyersdale
NHS has raised $45,926.52 for the Four Diamonds Fund.
According to NHS advisor, Mrs. Jessica Deakins, the generosity of the school district and the surrounding communities made this impressive feat a reality.
“The willingness of area businesses to contribute to the cause was truly inspiring. Knowing that so
many people in our county support their efforts to raise money for the Four Diamonds Fund encouraged
members to work relentlessly to reach their goal. I am so grateful for that support and for the united effort
of everyone at MASD K-12 to raise so much money for such a worthy cause.”

Stephens earns bronze medal at States
Red Raider Jalen Stephens traveled to Hershey in
March to compete in the PIAA State Wrestling
Championships. Stephens, a sophomore, placed
third in the 285 lbs. weight class.
Jalen is the son of Jules Stephens and Jessica
Hemming. He had a record of 38-3 for this past
season and boasts a career record of 106-15.
Congratulations to Jalen for an amazing season
and a bronze medal!
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MAES students explore their futures
with annual SCTC/Workplace tours
On March 9, fifth grade students went on a trip
that could very well change their lives. This annual
“career/workplace” trip allows students to explore
the many opportunities available for students attending classes at the Somerset County Technology
Center (SCTC). In addition to visiting SCTC, students were also given a tour of Conemaugh/
Meyersdale Medical Center.
Their time at SCTC was spent exploring the 16
programs offered at the Somerset facility. The Pennsylvania Department of Education is focused on
making sure students are more prepared when they
graduate, and this annual trip provides students with
information on the career paths available.
According to Mrs. Joey Emerick, Elementary
As our fifth grade students prepare for their time
School Counselor, this trip allows students to start
to think about career paths and be better prepared to in the middle and high schools, this annual trip provides an opportunity to begin planning for their own
make decisions in middle and high school.
“It's important for students to visit SCTC to start futures.
thinking about technical careers they might be interested in. It also exposes them to non-traditional career paths. For example, girls enrolled in the Welding program or boys in Cosmetology,” she explained. “Many 5th graders found themselves interested in careers they never thought about before.
Several were interested in carpentry, especially after
seeing the beautiful home built by students at
SCTC.”
Following their visit at SCTC, students traveled
back to Meyersdale for a tour of the local medical
center.
“The visit to Conemaugh Meyersdale Medical
Center was new this year. The students and teachers
loved it! It was a good experience for students to see
the broad range of careers available right here in
Meyersdale,” Emerick explained. “This type of tour
gave students an in-depth look at how a hospital operates. Students especially liked getting dressed up
to go into the operating room and seeing the inside
of the helicopter. The hospital staff also enjoyed our
visit and questions!”
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